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ABSTRACT
The publications of research papers are increasing exponentially and to find the relevant paper to a research area or according a user query is crucial task. It is due to the large corpus of text data in different formats. If a user query on search engine to read a research paper, it will provide him a bundle of papers, now to find the relevancy of the paper; user will read one by one each paper. There are some techniques already exist as TF*IDF with many variations and content match search cited by and co-citation. Document ranking and the vector space model is nearest to our system. In this paper, we used a new approach for recommender system, it examine identify paper section then assign weights to each section, applying Paper section weights to determine what documents are more relevant to a user query. When papers retrieved then rank it on the basis of section weights. each paper ha four main sections are Paper Title, Abstract, Keywords, Introduction and Conclusion. In online survey we get best results against paper content match.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Finding papers for a related research work is time consuming task. When scholars start their research they need some related work to match his work with the previous work, or to add more details in his work, it can only be done by finding relevant literature on the net. As all we know each day new fields emerging and literature of all fields grow rapidly, so finding research papers related to a user is very complicated issue, also It is due to the large datasets, structure or format of papers. Many techniques in literature we found for user query relevant document. Some existing systems although consider the overall paper text i.e. TF*IDF [1,2], but issue is the complexity of TF*Idf and time consuming, also mostly it make parse vectors which has no benefit just slowing processing, also a chance may that words may match in the paper references or acknowledgement.

Another approach is Vector-based methods for performing query retrieval also show good results[4], suggest performing query retrieval using a popular matrix algorithm called Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI). In essence, the algorithm creates a reduced-dimensional vector space that captures an n-dimensional representation of a set of documents. When a query is entered, its numerical representation is compared the cosine-distance of other documents in the document space, and the algorithm returns documents where this distance is small. Here issue dimensional reduction which can degrade or missed some data by reducing the size of documents or terms.

In this paper we present recommender system, which uses content-based techniques with little modifications. In our recommender system, first we will limit ourselves to searching a collection of English documents (research papers). Then each and every paper will be converted to XML format. Simply we can describe this problem more formally. We have a set of documents $D$, by performing data preparation steps on $D$. We store it in data base, now user entering a query $q = w_1, w_2, .., w_n$ for a sequence of words $wi$. Then we wish to return a subset $D^*$ of $D$ by applying section weights.
2. RELATED WORK

Retrieval and ranking document is also done by different Methods of term weighting for documents, using measures of term importance within an entire document collection, term importance within a given document, and document length[1]. On the basis of these methods a value of cosine is calculated for each document with a user query. Values in range of 0 and 1, highest value is consider as a relevant document to a user query.

Examining the weighting of document terms and the weighting of query terms raises two questions:

1. What sections, terms or factors in a document are important in measuring document-query similarity
2. How should these sections terms or factors be measured and combined.

For similarity of query and documents four major factors are:
1. The number of term matches between the query and a document,
2. The importance of a given term within a document collection,
3. The importance of a given term within a given document,
4. The length of a document.

As TF-IDF calculates values for each word in a document the word appears in that particular. Words with high TF-IDF numbers imply a strong relationship with the document they appear in paper. The overall approach works as follows. Given a document collection D, a word w, and an individual document d Є D, we calculate \( wd = (fw, d) \ast \log (|D|/fw, D) \)

Where \((fw, d)\) equals the number of times w appears in d, \(|D|\) is the size of the corpus, and \((fw, D)\) equals the number of documents in which w appears in D [1].

In terms of synonyms, notice that TF-IDF does not make the jump to the relationship between words. When the user want to find information about word “priest”, so the document containing “reverend” will not be considered as relevant while both words are similar. TF-IDF could not equate the word “drug” with its plural drugs.

Text document clustering groups similar documents that to form a cluster, while documents that are different have separated apart into different clusters[5].

Clustering is a useful technique that organizes a large quantity of unordered text documents into a small number of meaningful clusters, therefore same pattern or closest documents or kept in one Cluster; cluster may be one or more than one. It provides simple access to same document if a user query matched to a cluster. Simple K-mean algorithm is used here.

For clusters row objects must satisfy the following four conditions.
Let x and y be any two objects in a set and \(d(x, y)\) be the distance between x and y. The distance between any two points must be nonnegative, that is, \(d(x, y) \geq 0\). The distance between two objects must be zero if and only if the two objects are identical, that is, \(d(x, y) = 0\) if and only if \(x = y\). Distance must be symmetric, that is, distance from x to y, is the same as the distance from y to x, i.e. \(d(x, y) = d(y, x)\). The measure must satisfy the triangle inequality, which is \(d(x, z) \leq d(x, y) + d(y, z)\). Here is partial cluster may also be built; one document may also belong to more than one cluster. This paper not discussing this issue [7-15].

In vector-space model, a document is conceptually represented by a vector of keywords extracted from the document, then finding weights of the terms in documents. These weights describe the importance of the keywords in the document and within the whole document collection. The user query is likewise modeled as a list of keywords with associated weights representing the importance of the keywords in the query [6].

In this document’s vector representation is only conceptual because the full vector is rarely stored internally as is because it is long and sparse. Document vectors are stored in an inverted file that can return the list of documents containing a given keyword of the user query. Problem is direct comparison between the vectors is slow because it would incur N vector comparisons. Cost increases exponentially in large corpuses. This method assigns high weights to terms that appear frequently in a small number of documents in the document set.

3. PROPOSED IDEA

Our system uses a two layer process to find a set of documents to relevant to user query. In the first layer, the system preprocess data, the second layer searches a collection of over a million papers, and returns the top 10 most relevant papers to the user query. These layers are

i. Data preparation Layer
ii. Application Layer
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**Fig-1:** Architecture of the system

This recommender system consists of two layers:

i. Data preparation layer

ii. Application layer

First layer name describes that this layer prepares data, data comes from JUCS data set, each paper is converted to XML formats. Then pre-processing step removes some noise words i.e. “a, the, then etc.”. This speeds up our process and also less space required for storage. Section mapper and section template find section in each paper, section template consists of section names i.e. Abstract, title, keywords and so on. Section mapper extracts that section and then stores it in database. For each section a table is maintained in databases with the paper Id. Data preparation step is primary step or this recommender system [16-28].

Second layer is the application layer which is related to user interaction with the system. A user will enter a keyword to search. Then will submit search button, the query will go to the result aggregator, result aggregator will fetch results from database of the paper, it will just count the keywords in each section of the paper in database, the total words matched in each section pass to the result calculator. Here the section weights are assigned and aggregate weight is calculated, result return to the aggregator it will give papers to user in a ranking order [29-36].

4. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

For this recommender system we used the corpus of JUCS papers nearly 500 papers, each paper is divided in five sections are Title, abstract, keywords, Introduction, Conclusion. Two methods results are compared total content match and the new developed system. When I entered the query as “Knowledge management” so I retrieved ten papers for both systems. The content match gives the top most relevant paper is “Process Oriented Knowledge Management: A Service Based Approach”. And our recommender system gives us the top most relevant paper “Reconciling Knowledge Management and Workflow Management Systems [37-40]: The Activity-Based
Knowledge Management Approach”. The content match considers the paper header and footer so it give importance to the paper du header footer matching. Our new system just considers the section weights and gives most relevant papers. Online survey gives response that the recommender system result is better than the content match
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5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This system is a recommender system for research papers, finding papers relevant to a user interest or query. This tool can save researchers a great deal of time and effort in the process of a literature search. The system is in first stages. However, there are directions in which we intend to further develop and enhance this system by adding new techniques as tf*idf with it, or more enhance it by partial match of the keywords and some synonyms can improve result more better. We can also make it intelligent by learning from the user interest, once learned the user interest system will automatically recommend the papers. One direction that give an portion on user interface
where he can assign weights to each section dynamically so if user interest in related work of the papers then he will assign more weights than other sections. Adding semantic to this system can enhance more results.
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